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Push or Pull But Don’t Stand Still! 

E-marketing is More Fluid Than Ever.

BIG changes

Clear value proposition

Attracting talent as much as buyers

Content is king, more than ever

SEO problems

Media releases
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Do’s & Don’ts

Where does my e-mail go?
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Not ready? Do something else, instead.

„"I have a great vision that one 
day this page will actually be 
finished and complete. Please 

share in this delusion." 
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Making people wait. Losing search engine opportunities.

The #1 most clicked phrase on the Web...
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Canned won’t differentiate you in the eyes of buyers or hires...

Canned won’t differentiate you in the eyes of buyers or hires...
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Canned won’t differentiate you in the eyes of buyers or hires...

Not what you expect to see when you need a phone number. 
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Using the Web well. How about part of your product offering?

Sometimes it is worth filling out a form...
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Every page gives the reader context.

We have diverse experience in a 
wide range of industries.

What the company says

These guys don’t look like they 
know much about our business.

What the prospect hears
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We offer a full range of products 
and services.

What the company says

That’s interesting, considering 
they only have 7 people.

What the prospect hears

Be straight about who you are. What you do. Why you’re different!
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The Web is impersonal...we need to know there are people on the other end

Stonefield Josephson humanizes their people very well
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Someone looking for legal assistance WILL fall into one of these categories

Relevance.
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Let customers do the talking...

Be about your reader. Not about you.
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If content is king, valuable (free) information is queen.

You cannot be accessible enough.
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What’s RSS?

Really Simple Syndication

Format delivering Web content directly 
to readers without their having to 
repeatedly visit the Web site from 
which the content originates.

Why is this good?

1. timely delivery of desired content 

2. convenience of having content from a 
variety of Web sites available in a 
single location.
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Now in Syndication

2% of Internet users subscribe to podcasts
28% of Internet users are aware of podcasting
12% of Internet users are aware of RSS 

50% of RSS users are between ages 18 and 34* 
22% of RSS users are 50 years old or over* 

*Of those who are aware that they are using the 
technology.

Sources: Yahoo, Ipsos Insight

How’s RSS used?
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In conjunction w/Website

AS the Website?
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Communications

Replace print or e-newsletters & other 
communications

Relevant & self-selecting!

Self-administered so no spam law 
hassles

Free

Internal uses?

Enterprise blogging systems: 
replacing intranets for sharing IC

Accumulate dialogue, 
capture work communication

Increase pace of innovation

Tools to get work done 

IC leveraged through 
search & cross-links.
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Other uses?

Project teams: collaboration, status, 

accountability

Private customer collaboration

Part of product offerings
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Blogging With Whales
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Blogging

What is it?

Why do it?

How do you do it right?

What is it?

Back to that content stuff

An educational magazine

Demonstrate credibility

Humanizes author(s)

Be part of the conversation about ___?
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UMass/Dartmouth Study 

Dr. Nora Ganim Barnes

Chancellor Professor of Marketing & 

Dir. of Center for Market Research 

Interviewed 74 top business bloggers

The 4 truths

1. Blogs take time and commitment

2. Blogs must be part of a plan

3. A blog is a conversation

4. Transparency, Authenticity, and 
Focus are good. Bland is Bad.
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Why blog?

Blog type?
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Worth it?

Authentic?
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How do you do it?

Make sure you have one or more with 
passion to even try it

Set goals
Communication vehicle?

Mini-portal?

Market interaction?

Demonstrate expertise?

Podcasting?

Define audience: subscriber v. visitor

Tracking. 
who?   where?   when? 

what?  how long?  why?
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Playing field is level?

Field is tipped.
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Golden Marketing Inc

michelle@goldenmarketinginc.com

sue@goldenmarketinginc.com

goldenpractices.com


